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course, our student body will be challenged to simply
survive and will receive an automatic three credits at
graduation for not being devoured by one of these fero
cious beasts. It will be an intriguing display of natural
selection and frankly, I’m excited to see how creative
our talented student body becomes.”
The addendum has been met with equal parts praise
and controversy. While the prowling mountain lions
have practically eliminated any late night mischief—8
freshmen were picked off in the mods last Saturday
has taken a sizable hit. The international student popu
lation has dropped by 23% since the mountain lions ap
peared across campus, most notably when a group of 17
smokers were taken down by one lion in O’Neill Plaza
at 3:30AM last Friday morning.

HOLY SHIT MOUNTAIN LIONS

In a move deemed to enrich and diversify the core curriculum, VP of Student
Affairs Donald Trombone announced last Tuesday that the university would be
introducing a new survival requirement.
“As I announce this revolutionary piece of our core curriculum,” wrote
Trombone, “ten fully grown, male mountain lions are being released at various
points across campus.” Trombone went on to describe the layout of the course,

funnery has joined the mountain lion craze by changing
his title to “Off Campus Community Rambo.” Stopfun
nery has already killed two of the mountain lions with a
harpoon gun and turned their pelts into fur coats.
“This one’s name is Crockpot,” he said, pointing
to a newly fabricated coat, “because I made an excel
lent chili stew out of its innards. And this one’s name is
Spencer, who is named after a douche that never let me
into his mod parties during senior year. I always wanted
to harpoon that piece of shit.”

Incredibly vain student had date with his mirror on Valentine’s Day
my Valentine’s day dinner looking at my date. And since I’m way bet
ter looking than anyone I could ever even think to ask, I thought ‘why
communal bathroom mirror or the Robsham window for his date with
himself, however this year he used a mirror he bought just three days
earlier. “I bought myself the mirror. Hell, I deserved it.” The date began
at around 8 pm and consisted of a number of different conversation top

I WANT ME TO LOVE ME

While most people spent their Valentine’s Day in the com
tradition for the past three years. On February 14th, King set
with himself in front of a mirror. When asked how this tradi

by a series of compliments such as “you look really good tonight,” and
“your shirt really compliments your eyes.”
When King’s mother was interviewed she admitted that she always
is vain. Even when he was a kid he would have to stop eating his cereal
whenever he caught a glimpse of himself in his spoon.”
stare at himself in a puddle, only to break concentration, and complete
the sentence once someone walked through it, “really good looking.”
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Campus Happenings
Classical studies department moved
to Stokes amphitheater

Amphitheater that gets the exposure of the crisp and clean New
England Air?” stated Markodopoloupolis.
lege Symphonic Band over who should claim the title of rightful
owner of the Stokes Amphitheater, the Music Department ultimate
ly lost the symposium acquiesced to the demands of the Classical
Studies Department in a quid pro quo arrangement. Now, with
numerous desks and computers covering the Amphitheater steps,
many construction workers involved with the Stokes Hall Project
became extremely disappointed as their hard work was covered

Current Events
Zombie outbreak follows industrial
accident in secret Carney lab

Busch Light in the basement, all too similar to the well scene from
season 2 of the Walking Dead.
of the surrounding areas to contain the virus, their plans were ulti
mately thwarted by freshman Becky Pendergrass. Pendergrass took

one angry construction worker.
The winter chill has also started to raise concerns over this
recent movement of the Classical Studies Department, as the
cases of frostbite and trench foot within the past week, with many
more expected to arrive. As a result of these tragic medical cases,
many of the professors themselves are starting to cast their doubts

relocated from the slums of Carney to its newer, taller, and sexier
younger sister, the newly completed of Stokes Hall. However,
Roman Cuisine in Modern America instructor, Professor Triana
one notable exception to the status quo is the Classical Stud
Castellanos.
ies Department, who have decided to take a slightly different
“My students are all failing because they refuse to come outside
approach regarding the move into Stokes Hall. Upon seeing
grata!”
West Lawn of Stokes Hall, Department Chair Demetrius Mar
The university’s sole Classical Studies major, Octavius Flavius,
be moved outside to the Amphitheater.

amphitheater but the amphitheater is de facto a Roman convention.
it a theater... Are you writing this all down? It’s important.”

Spoiler Alert! Breaking Bad creator
reveals series ending!

let on a little, stating that Walt will grab his “go bag” and start
crippled one with a superstar.

viewers will still tune in. “Truthfully, I know no one watches for
tacular twist ending to his groundbreaking show.
“In the last episode, it will be revealed that Walter
so, to me, the ending was kinda a throw away anyway, and I’m
White actually becomes the father of Malcolm from the hit series glad I could help out Bryan and at the same time put an end to my
restless nights wondering about Frankie Muniz’ early life.”
thought process, the now sought after creator cited his humble
beginning in Hollywood. “Well, when I was just starting out,
I loved Malcolm in the Middle, and was always fascinated by
the family and the anonymity of their last name, and when the
roots and said ‘Fuck it! We have the same lead character anyway,
lets run with that!”
revealed that he was ecstatic about the idea, and that he secretly
hoped that it would go this route from the beginning. “I have
been dying for people to see my comedic side”, notes Cranston,
“and I feel as though by tying in Malcolm my new fans will
when I was not just a comedian, but a sex symbol to boot!”

The mods were rapidly overrun, and by the time BCPD, Bos
outbreak had spread to most of lower campus and Cleveland Circle.
Some emerging conspiracy theories cite the source of the outbreak

“I didn’t make BC spend $78 Million Dollars on this building to

THE PROFESSOR BRINGS THE STATUES FROM HOMER
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whom she hugged prior to leaving to hook up with that cute sopho
more in her history class. After spending the night in 90, Pendergrass
left early enough in the morning to escape the quarantine. She re
THESE WERE THE STUDENTS PRIOR TO BECOMING UNDEAD

to the infection, and wiped out the entirety of Newton campus.
It remains to be seen whether the zombie outbreak can be con
Print, a biochemistry experiment involving human test subjects tained. The author wishes to inform the readership that he is holed
took a turn for the worst. The tests, designed to evaluate the le
thality of dining hall materials, accidentally infected as many as invites any survivors to join him as he will soon attempt to get out of
four individuals between the hours of 9pm and 12am. Freshman the city and reach the Hanscom Air Force Base in Concord. He will
Marlon Van Buren, forced into testing by the Student Programs be leaving at sunrise.
a dose of McElroy marinara sauce injected directly into Van Bu
ren’s bloodstream.
ately attacked and infected all of the project researchers and fel
low test subjects. The collection of zombies was quick to break
out of the lab and into the halls of Carney, where they scoured for
food. Emergency responders and the community were not imme
diately aware of the zombie outbreak, and therefore completely
unable to prepare for it, because nobody was actually in Carney
on Friday night to witness the event. Those passerby who heard
the violent screams coming from the Carney basement assumed
only the lesser misfortune of CSOM seniors preparing for actu
ary exams.
At 11:35 pm, approximately three hours following the initial
Upon exiting, it chased an unknowing pack of freshman girls all
the way down to the mods. BCPD might have been able to spare
the Boston College community had the zombie not been walking
right behind a pack of partygoers dressed for the “Apocalyptic
the station.
All hope for the survival of the freshman and senior classes
was subsequently lost when the zombie was permitted entry into
the mod. Trying to gain entry right behind the pack of freshmen
girls, it was stopped by a senior doorman.
When asked who he knew in said Mod, the zombie reportedly
replied,

Girl breaks up with boyfriend after he
becomes too possessive
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Around the Quad

Father Fahey cuts through bureaucratic
red tape to repair water fountain in lower
The normally dreary morning crowd of Lower was treated to a
spectacle last Monday morning when BC proudly unveiled its now
functional water fountain. This moment was the result of months
weekend of fall semester.
University president Bill Fahey, head of the water dispensa
tion replacement department at Boston College, pleaded to the
board to get funding for a new fountain, only to have his proposal
shot down. “Apparently the board had better concerns than ad
interview. Never one to turn away from a challenge, the relentless

THE PINNACLE OF HUMAN ACHIEVEMENT

Bringing together the top minds from across the university,
Fahey assembled an elite task force aimed at tackling the problem
around the clock for the entirety of winter break. This league of
respected academics debated ferociously over possible solutions
for the dilemma. After weeks of fruitless efforts, the project looked
to be sinking as the start of classes loomed over the professors.

to raise the $230 needed to hire a plumber. In short order a plumber
arrived to tighten the loose valve of the busted bubbler. Following
the unveiling, Father Fahey stated that it will likely go down as his
crowning achievement as university president.
Rumors are now circulating that a Howard Oasis III has donated
$5.8 million to the university, and has named the bubbler after him
him was struck by an intuitive solution to the problem. The team self.

49ers “blew it” because idiot roommate moved to other couch
San Francisco 49ers fans across the country were in uproar af
ter it emerged that local diehard Dante Robinson’s idiot roommate,
changing his seat during a crucial 4th and goal play to “get a better
view of the TV.” Todd’s move, which “totally must’ve jinxed them
or something,” has resulted in outrage, hate mail, and all of his food
being thrown out.
Robinson, who entirely believes that something happening in
his Walsh dorm room could actually make some sort of impact on a
has shown little sympathy for his roommate. “Everybody knows I
only have one rule when we’re watching the ‘niners. Believe me,
[girlfriend] Kimmy really had to go to the bathroom during the
power outage, but unlike Todd, she’s a team player,” he fumed.
According to 49ers quarterback Colin Kaepernick, “I thought we
had it in the bag, and then all of a sudden, I felt this…disturbance.
As if something was out of place. I don’t know how to explain it,
but at that moment I knew we would lose.”
Robinson wholeheartedly rejects the notion that his team’s defeat
could be explained by the massive point disadvantage from earlier
in the game, or merely that the Baltimore defense covered all of the
49ers eligible receivers during the play in question. “We had a great

INSPECTION OF TODD’S BLANKET INDICATES HE’S A PATRIOTS FAN

system going, and Todd just had to fuck it all up,” he added.
“He’s a young guy and it was a high pressure situation,” said
more’s defense. “You train for moments like this, week in and
week out. In the end, Todd just forgot his fundamentals and let it
get away.”
In other Super Bowl news, many viewers were surprised to
learn that the coaches of the two teams are, in fact, brothers.
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